
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of director, testing.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for director, testing

Manage Relationships with External Vendors (Credit Bureaus, FICO,
Interlinks, Angoss etc)
Identify opportunities to partner with External Vendors on initiatives that
introduce new capabilities to the Bank
Support development of training programs for the broader PM&CS team
Lead a team of 17 individuals, including 3 Directors, including but not limited
to hiring top talent, establishing individual goals, driving performance
management, supporting career development and rewarding strong
performance
Assist in potential acquisition of portfolio with a focus on portfolio capital
requirements and scoring solutions
Remain current with all industry and academic initiatives with respect to risk
models, parameter estimation, relevant external benchmarks
Provide a consultative role to relevant risk policies related to risk models and
Basel
Lead and grow a team of solutions testing engineers, drive interoperability
testing, automation and test methodologies, and deliver high quality solution
products, covering performance, scalability, reliability, security
Collaborating with other members of the larger NFV team including
architects, product managers, and technical representative from third parties
such as partners and customers
Developing and implementing a Compliance testing function on a global
basis, including the management of a team of 5 Compliance Officers based in
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Qualifications for director, testing

Change Management - evolution of the TCOE mandate and operating model
to ensure current and future program benefit commitments associated with
virtualization technology (TSV) are fully implemented
Financial Management – accountable for financial accuracy and approval of
monthly supplier invoicing, securing cross organizational funding for TCOE
spending unit, audits, and cost centre plan
Responsibility and ownership for TCOE strategic initiatives funded projects
Relevant post graduate qualifications MA, MSc, CFA, FRM would be
advantageous
All of the above must be conducted with the maximum alignment between
the R&D Leadership, Development labs, Marketing, Regulatory, Safety and
Legal
Strong skills in Microsoft Suite, Outlook, Access, Excel, Power Point, and
Microsoft Word


